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It’s the CO2 Stupid
▪Cleaner fuels when burned produce water (H2O) and Carbon Dioxide (CO2).

▪Water is no big deal

▪CO2 causes global warming, with all types of bad effects 

▪Dirty fuels (coal and oil) also emit other pollutants into the atmosphere (NOX, SOX and heavy 
metals) 

▪Humanity produces too much CO2

▪Nuclear energy does not produce CO2

▪Natural gas produces less CO2 than coal or oil

▪Hydrogen only produces water

▪Plants (and animals) capture CO2 and when they get buried deep in the ground they reduce 
atmospheric CO2  (Don’t compost your Christmas tree, bury it deep!)

▪If we want to solve global warming, we need to balance CO2 output with CO2 capture

▪The only way to do that is to stop using natural gas, coal and oil.

▪That stuff needs to stay in the ground as stored carbon  



How do we reduce CO2?
▪Burn less carbon based fuels

▪At some stage produce no CO2 and capture excess atmospheric CO2 and put it back 
in the ground

▪Optimize hydro power 

▪Use biomass where it makes sense (unfortunately corn ethanol is a fraud)

▪Nuclear (or better yet; Fusion)

▪Wind (We have a lot, but it is not that pretty to harvest it)

▪Waves (We have plenty and ignored it so far)

▪Solar (in the form of efficient solar farms and less efficient, but very useful roof top 
solar)





It is the System Stupid!
▪Except for super compact Fusion and maybe Nuclear there is no single solution.

▪Instead we need to develop deeply integrated solutions (system engineer it).

▪Only a deeply integrated combination of all the sustainable energy solutions will provide 
sufficient sustainable energy.

▪In other words; It is complicated and this is a new thing for all of us. It used to be so simple. 
Let me just fill the tank and do my thing. 

▪But that is like saying rape is so much simpler than dating. It is for some, but it ain’t right and, 
in the end, dating is so much more interesting and fulfilling. 

▪Therefore we need to engage all solution paths. Make things more efficient, shift to methods 
that produce less CO2, and ultimately combine and mix and match sustainable power, to take 
advantage of each method’s strength and weaknesses

▪It is so complicated! 

▪But honestly not much more complicated than understanding Football. You learn football by 
watching and learning as you go along. Sustainable energy is no different. And at least as 
much fun as football, ……. once you get into it.



So how are we doing? (World)
▪Paris accord/Nice but not great.

▪A very slow realization that equitable energy access is the bedrock of all of stable and 
advancing societies and is a core fairness concept.

▪If we play our cards right, energy is something that is shared rather than held by a 
few.

▪Some countries are essentially 100% sustainable, but are not yet zero CO2. 

▪Some countries could become sustainable and are working hard at it.

▪Some countries have pulled boners.

▪Some countries would like to have sustainable energy, but simply do not have the 
money to make it work.

▪United Nations SDG’s.



So how are we doing? (Country)
▪Both good and bad, but not as good as we could or should.

▪Sustainable energy makes a lot more money than coal and provides much better 
employment.

▪Texas makes so much wind energy that I can buy it here cheaper than JCP&L coal 
power.

▪On the national level we are pathetically underinvesting, especially in research and 
development.

▪Since politicians love reducing taxes, there are still are some pretty good tax deals, 
but the present administration just as happily reduces taxes for coal and oil.

▪Meanwhile new energy is cheaper to produce with solar farms and wind turbines 
than newly constructed coal, oil or even gas!

▪Nuclear is just completely stalled.

▪It is undeniable that sustainable energy is a better deal than spending money in the 
military industrial complex.



So how are we doing? (NJ)
▪California is No. 1.

▪In some ways Texas and Iowa are No. 2.

▪New Jersey is in the top 10.

▪Each state needs to develop its own solutions.

▪New Jersey’s official strategy is stick with the nuclear we have, lots of roof top solar, solar 
farms where possible, gobs of offshore wind, and still buying too much coal energy from PA. 

▪NJ is 3rd or so in roof top solar. 

▪First state with SREC’s. Solar Renewable Energy Credits.

▪The present administration is working hard at getting offshore wind to work.

▪Unfortunately they are ignoring wave energy which has more potential than offshore wind 
and when co-located with offshore wind is an economic double pay-off.

▪New Jersey is a great candidate for the sustainable triad (Wind, Solar and Waves).

▪ New Jersey law provides new solar power installations with exemptions from the 7% 
state sales tax, and from any increase in property assessment (local property tax increases), 
subject to certain registration requirements.[132][133]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_power_in_New_Jersey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sales_tax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Property_tax_in_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_power_in_the_United_States#cite_note-DSIRE-Sales-Tax-132
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_power_in_the_United_States#cite_note-DSIRE-Property-Tax-133












What Can We Do on a Personal Level?
▪Produce less CO2.

▪Everything we do requires energy.

▪Weirdly excess energy (by quantity, not value) is the same as money. 

▪Reduce your energy use or use renewable energy. Renewable energy is energy that 
does not get dug out of the soil.

▪Buy fuel efficient cars.

▪Buy Electrical Vehicles (EV’s).

▪Insist that new homes are fully self-sustainable (Solar, PV solar, geothermal).

▪Get on the band wagon and lead by example one step at a time.



Rooftop Solar?

▪Invented in New Jersey.

▪Supported with all types of subsidies.

▪Fun.

▪Described as: Stupid not to do it if you can.

▪Nowhere near properly integrated by the towns, architects and contractors.

▪Not terribly efficient on a systems level, but that is no reason not to do it.

▪The meaning of energy independence. It is the CO2 stupid!



So I jumped on the Bandwagon, sort of.
▪Proper bandwagons rarely show up at the right time in a person’s life. 

▪I tended to buy more fuel efficient cars, but not really, if I had another reason to buy a bigger 
car (Jeep Wrangler, minivans).

▪I bought old homes and fixed them up instead of doing efficiency work overs.

▪I did move my company from New York City to Red Bank, which hugely reduced my carbon 
foot print. But, to be honest, I did not do it to save on carbon footprint, I did it because I 
hated to commute. (Meanwhile there is one stubborn employee in my company who still 
commutes from the Bronx, and even offering him serious money to move cannot convince 
him to move.).  

▪Then we downsized (which reduces carbon foot print), and I had some excess cash but my 
super neat neighbor’s beloved huge red oaks prevented me from installing solar panels.

▪In never liked Compact Fluorescents, but hit the LEDs really hard.

▪I even had a friend design me a completely self sustained solar and geothermal powered 
house made from shipping containers.















Back to Mrs. Fishman

▪She loved her Red Oaks.

▪She passes away and her family tells the developer that they will sell the house but 
hope they can keep the trees.

▪The trees go down.

▪And slowly my bandwagon drives into town.

▪I have a roof leak and, man, the sun is bright up there.

▪But my roof is not ideally oriented.

▪I call Nancy Makofka.

▪She says: Call Sea Bright Solar.

▪Meet at 230 pm. We are drinking beer at 5 pm and the deal is done.









Some Terminology
▪PV. Photo Voltaic. There are all types, but who cares?

▪Panel efficiency. If you have limited roof space you want the most efficient panels. 
Panels more than 20%. Plants never more than 5%. 0.5% for corn actually and 
seasonal.

▪Inverters. These things turn the panel electricity into your home’s electricity.

▪SREC: Solar Renewable Energy Credit.

▪TREC: Transition Renewable Energy Credit.

▪EROEI: Energy Returned On Energy Invested

▪Kilo Watt (kW)

▪Kilo Watt Hour (kWh)

▪Name plate capacity and real capacity. The name plate capacity is the maximum 
power a panel can produce, but that never happens and that is OK.

▪Buy American?



The Dollars
▪Average electric bill is $100 per month.

▪Need about 8 kW installation to generate that amount of electricity.

▪14 panels on the shed roof and 9 on the front roof.

▪$36,000!!!!!!!!

▪That would take 30 years to pay off at zero percent interest!!!!

▪But ……….

▪The Feds provided a 30% tax rebate. ($26,000)

▪Finance the rest at 1.9% for 7 years, which is $324 per month.

▪But that is not all.

▪SRECs run about $225 and last for 15 years. (about $150 per month kickback).

▪For first seven years I bleed about $75 more per month than I used to. ($6,126).



The Dollars After Seven Years
▪For eight more years I pick up SRECs (about $14,400).

▪For 23 years my electric is free ($27,600). 

▪Return: $42,000

▪Cash investment: $6,126

▪Not bad Eh?

▪And no CO2! (Save 6 tons per year)

▪Downside: You become solar farmer obsessive.

▪And an SREC trader.

▪And a bore at cocktail parties.



The Zen of Solar
▪Swap a fuel consumption gauge in the location of a speedometer and you become 
more fuel efficient.

▪Monitor your electric production and consumption and you become more energy 
efficient

▪Clothes lines











The problem



The Solution



The lessons
▪Don’t be a fool.

▪Oversize your system.

▪Design your system for increased capacity.

▪If you have no sun on your roof, how about a nice new garage with a south facing roof?

▪If you can’t do solar, buy wind power from Texas. (Liberty Power) Or buy it for your kids.

▪ Consider back up power, but mind the cost. (EV’s are back up power of some sort)

▪Don’t judge your own house. Let the contractors tell you if it works.

▪Be your own systems engineer, improve on your own systems. Reduce CO2.

▪Coordinate roof replacement and vents, etc with solar installation.

▪Not requiring roof top solar on new builds is near criminal negligence by builders, regulators 
and banks against innocent home purchasers. 

▪Once you start on the path to zero CO2 it is a hilarious trip filled with Zen, and it makes good 
financial sense!



It’s the CO2 Stupid!
For cost details on my installation go to:

https://martinottaway.com/rhemmen/new-jersey-solar-math/

https://martinottaway.com/rhemmen/solar-math-update/

Liberty Power:

https://martinottaway.com/rhemmen/solar-math-update/

https://martinottaway.com/rhemmen/new-jersey-solar-math/
https://martinottaway.com/rhemmen/solar-math-update/
https://martinottaway.com/rhemmen/solar-math-update/

